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Abstract

In this paper, the substitution method and the errors-in-varíables
method for the estimat~on of an econometric model, containing rational
expectations of curr it er genous variables, are mutually compared on
their small and large sample performance. The relatíng idenr.ífication
problems are also díscussed.

Simulation experiments have b?en set up implying a solution for the
trade-off between thé n.argii ,1 loss of asymptotic effíciency of the
errors-in-variables-method-estimator against the greater computational
complexity of the substitution-method-estimator.

It appears that the substitution-method-estimator performs much better
than the errors-inwari.ables-:netk~od-esti.mator, especially in small
samples.

Moreover, estimatíon accotding to the errors-in-variables method, using
the estimated asymptotic variance as a proxy for the variance of the
parameter estimates~leads to a serious underestimation of this variance,
even in a large sample experiment.



Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Econometric Models with Rational
Expectations of Current Endogenous Variables

A.C. Meijdam and J.E.J. Plasmans

1. Introduction

The optimizing behavior of economic agents depends in part on their expecta-
tions with regard t~ somF " uture variables. These expectations were often
taken to be extrapol~ti~..s. However, Muth ~1961~ broke with this tradition
and introduced the Rational Expectations Hypothesis (REH).

The REH assumes that agznts in forming their expectations take account of
the interrelationship~ ano ; economic variables and use all information
available. When the relationship between the economic variableS can
be described with an economic model the REH asserts that the
unobservable subjective expectations of individuals are exactly the mathe-
matical expectation of the model conditiona] on the information available.
Individuals act as if they k.now the model and form expectatíons accordingly.
Some recent artícles have been written about identification and estimation
of ratíonal expectations models ( see, e.g., Wallis ~1980~ , Wickens ~198~,
Pesaran ~1981~ ). In general, there are two different methods of estimation
for a rational expectations model: the substitution method ( SM, see Wallis
~1980~ and the errors-in-variables method (EVM, see Wickens ~19821 ).

In section 2 of this paper, both methods are introduced using a model with

rational expectations of current endogenous variables only. In section 3

the results of both estimation methods are compared for some small and

large sample~simulation examples. Section 4 is a concludíng section.



2. Two Estimatiun Methods

Let:

~-t 6 1Rm be the vectur of ~~ndo~enous variables ín period t,
nzt 6 IR be the vector of exogenous variables (controllable and non-

controllable) in period t,

yC 6 IRm be the vector of unobservable anticípations, formed at the
beginning of period t, about the vector of endogenous variables
in period t

ut 6 7Rm be the ve~tor of dísturbances in period t.

The fellowing structural form model has to be estimated:

P 4

(1) i-0 Diyt-í t j~D yjzt j } KyC - ut (t ~ 1.2,...,T).

This model contains the unobservable yC. The REH (Muth ~1961~ ) is used.
That is, it is assumed that yt is the expectation of yt implied by the
model, conditional upon the information It-1 available at time t-1:

(2) Yt ~ - E {ytl It-1} .

The following autoregressive model for zt is postulated:
1 k

(3) zt - E Aizt-i } E B.Yt- } vti-1 j-1 ~ j
(t - 1 .2 . . . . ,T) .

The first sum in this model is an autoregressive component. The second sum
denotes that z is determinated not only by its own history, but also by the
past values of the endogenous variables. This is the case when some exogenous
variables are control variables following a feedback rule.

It is assumed that:
(i) DD and (D~ } K) are non-singular,

(ii) the disturbances ut and vt are mutually independent, non-autocorrelated.
an4i normally distributed: -
ut ' N(O,Eu), cov(ut,us) 3 0(t~s),
vt ` N(O,Ev), cov(vt,vs) 3 0(t~s),

cov(vt,us) ~ 0 V t,s.



(iii) DO has ones on the main diagonal.

By taking mathematical expectations (conditional upon IC-~) on both sides
of equation (1), it follows tha[

P q
(4) yC --(DO t K)-1( E DiYt-i } E Fjzt-j t FOzC)

i-1 j-1
1

where zt. - E{zt I lt-1} - E Aizt-ii-1

From (1), (3) and (~) it follows that:

-1 I(5) yt - yt - DO ut t,0 g0

k
t E B.y

j-1 ~ t-j

Either of these equations can be used to eliminate the unobservable y~ in
equation (1). The estimation method based on equatíon ( 4) is known as the
"substitution method' ( SM see e.g. Wallis ~1980~ ). The estimatíon method
based on equation (5) ís known as the "errors-in-variables method" (EVM,
see e.g. Wickens ~1982~ ). Both methods are discussed here~.'

The Substítution Method

This method is based on the subs[itution of equation (4) in model (1).
The following non-linear model is the result of this substitution:

P q
(6) DOyt t DO(DO t K)-1( E DiYt-i } E F.zt- )

i-1 j-1 ~ j

t FOzt - K(DO t K)-1FOzC . - ut

where zC
k

A.z t E B.yi t-i j-1 ~ t-j.
1

- E
i31

The reduced form of model (6) is for t~ 1,2,...,T:

q P
(~) yt - qpzt } j~1 njZt-j } i~1 ~qti Yt-i } nptq tizt } wt

where 1T~ - -D01 FO



1?i: - -(DO t K)-1 Fi i- 1,2,...,q
-1-(D~ t K) Di-q i- qti,q t2,...,9tP

DD1K(DD t K)-1 FQ i 3 qtptl

-1
wt : - D~ ut

This reduced form ís identifiable if:

rank ~zi zi zQ ... z1-q y~ y-1 ... y1-p
~z2 z2 ` z2-a yl y0 ." y2-p

- ptqt2

~ J
- z T zT zT-1 "' zT-q yT-1 yT-2 yT-p

For this to be the case, zC has to be linearly'índependent of

zt'zt-1'"''zt-q'yt-1'" ''yt-p' It follows that it ís necessary that 1~ q
or k ~ p.

Suppose this reduced form is íden~ifiable. Then the structural form (6) is
identifiable íf and only if Di(i-0,...,p); Fj(j~0,...,q) and K can be deter-
mined uniquely from ni(i~,...,ptqtt). Necessary and sufficient conditíons
are stated in the following proposition, that is due to Pesaran ~1981~ .

Proposition 1

Suppose the direct reduced form is ídentifiable and there are ]inear constraints
ín equation i of model (6):
P.S. - 0 (i 3 1,...,m)

L 1

where ~S1,d2,...,d~ :- ~:- ~DD,D1,...,Dp,FO,...,Fq,K1'

Then dí is identifiable if and only if
rank (FD) } rank (Pi0) - 2m - 1 (i-1,2,...,m)

Proof: see Pesaran ~1981~ .
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The simultaneous maximum likelihood estimator of model ( 6) and model (3)
is asymptotically efficient ( see Wallis ~1980~ ).

Let:

~-i~- ~Y1-i'y2-i~....Yr-i-1 (i - O,l,...,max{9,k})

Z-j'- ~z1-j'z2-j~...,zT-j~ ( j - 0,1,...,max{P~1})

k 1
Z~ :- E B.Y . t E A.Z .

i-1 1 -1 j-1 J -J
P q

G:- E D.Y t E . r Z~
i-1 1 -í j-1 -' 0

P q
U:- DO YO - K(DO t K)-1Gt E DiY-i t E F.Z t FOZO

i-1 j~1 J 'j
1 k

V:- Z- s A.Z .- r S. Y
i-1 i -i j-1 J "~

In that case the Iog likelihood function for the complete model is:

(8) L--1~2 T.(mtn) . ln(2~r) t T.ln~det(DO)~

-1~2 T.ln~det(Eu)~ - 1~2 T.1nÍdet(E~)~

-1~2 tr(Eul UU') - 1l2 tr(E~1 W').

The first derivatives of this log likelihood function can be found in the
appendix.
An iterative procedure can be used to maximize the log likelihood function.
Given initial estimates Eu and E~ for the variance-covariance matrices Eu
and E~, a numerical optimization procedure can be used to compute estimates
for the parameter matrices.
Given these estimates for the parameter matrices new estimates for the
variance-covariance matrices can be found by equating óL~áE-1 and óL~óE-~

u ~
(given ín appendix A) to zero. The following estimates are found:

(9) ~~ - 1~T .VV'

E - 1~T .UU'u

where V and U are the estimates for V and U implied by the estimates for the
parameter matrices.



This procedure can be repeated until convergence occurs.
The asvmp[otic variance-covariance matrix of che parametrrs can be found by

inverting [he inforata[íun matrix J that is defined as:

(10) J:- -E!~LLI;u.Ju.} i,j - 1,2,...,
i ~

m~m(pt2) t n(qt1) } nk - 1~t Ln2

where ~ is the vector of all unknown parameters.

In practíce, equation ( 3) is ~ften estimated first and these estimates are
used to generate z~ usec. fo: ~he estimation of (6). In this case the estimated
varíance-covariance matrix of the parameters will be subject to a common error
ín two-step-type procedures, namely that of treating as known in the second
step a parameter that in fact has been estimated in the first step (see
Wallis ~1980~ and Nijman r1985 . ).

The Errors-in-Variables Method

This method is based on the substitution of equation (S) in model (1).
The following model is the result of this substitution:

P 4
(il) (DO } K)yt } i~l Díyt-i } ~i Fjzt-j } FDzt ' (DO t K)-1DOlut - KD01FO~t

ja

Note that the left hand side of this model is linear ín the parameters. However,

this model cannot be estimated in this form because zt is correlated with vt.

This problem can be solved by treating z as an endogenous variable using model

(3). The simultaneous~maximum líkelihood estímator of model (3) and model (il)

is asymptotically efficient. Although the left hand side of (11) is linear,

this method has no advantage over the substítution method because there are

non-linear restríctions on the covariance structure. In fact, if these res-

trictions are eliminated (by multiplying (11) by D~(DO 4 K)-1 and adding FOvt

on both sides) model (6) results again. Hence, the EVM is equivalent to the

SM in the case of simultaneous estimation.

In the case of separate estimatíon the methods differ. As noted before, (11)
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can't be estimated separately, because zt is correlated with vt. Separate
escimation is possible however if we rewrite (11) as

P q
(1~) (D ' K)Y t E D. y } E F.z t F z~ - wJ t i-1 i t-i j-1 ~ t-j 0 t t

where wt:- (D~ t K)D~1(ut - F~vt)

When model ( 3) is estimated first and these estímates are used to generate
zC for estimation of model ( 12), there are no restrictions on the varíance-
covariance matrix of ~rt, and a standard linear systems estimator can be used
to estimate ( 12). '~wevr this estimator is not asymptotically efficient.
The reason for this is tnat in thè case of separate estimation of (12), no
difference is made between zt and zC. zt is treated as if its expectational
errors vt were unknown whereas in fact they are known from the estimation of
(3) (see Wickens E198?~ ). Because less information is used in ( 12), the
statistícal identificá..ion - s dífferent. In fact (12) is a usual simultaneous
linear model if we write C for (D~ t K). Therefore, if D~ and K can be deter-
mined uniquely from C, the usual conditions for the identifiability of a
simultaneous linear model apply. The following proposition is evident.

Proposition 2

Suppose the reduced form of model (12) ís identifiable and there are linear
restrictions on thecoefficients in equation i of model (12):

Qí Yi - 0 (i a 1,2,...,m)

where ~Y1~Y2,...,Y~ :- I' :- ~C,D1,D2,...,Dp,FD,...,Fq~'.

Then 5. is identífíable if and only if:i
a) di can be determined uniquely from Yi
b) rank (Q.P) - m - 1i

where ~dl,d2,...,d~ - ~DQ,D1,...,D .FO,...,g ~K ~ ~
P q

Note that di can be determíned uníquely from Yi if
D ~ 0 -~ K. - 0 (i,j ~ 1,2,...,m)O,ij ij
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From the discussion above it follows that the substitution method and the
errors-in-variables method are asymptotically equivalent in the case of
simultaneuu5 estimation of the model for y and the model for z. In the
case of separate estimation it is necessary to make a trade-off between
the ;nargínal l~ss of asymptotic efficiency of the EVM-estimator against

the greater computational complexity of the SM-estimator.

3. Simulations

!n thís section, EV1. anc ~M estimation results of a simple model, using
different numbers of simulated observations, are mutually compared.

The following model was used to generate the observations:
y1 - 0.5 y2 t 0.3 Y1~-~ t 0: z1 } ut
y2 - 0.4 Y2,-1 - 0.6 z2 - 0.3 y~ t u2 ,

z1 --0.1 z1 -1 } 0.2 z1 -2 - 0.3 z1 -3 } 0.4 zt -4 } ~1, , ~ .
z2 3 0.4 z2~-3 t 0 3 z2,-4 - 0.2 z 2,-5 } ~2

This model can be written according to the notation in equations (1) and
(3) of section 2 with:
m- 2 p- 1 1- 5
n- 2 q- 0 k- 0

D~ - r1~ -0.5~ D1 - r-0~.3
-0.4 ] F~ -

I-0.8
0.6 ]

K - r0 0 IIL0.3 0~

Al 3 r-0~.1 0, A2 - ró~2 O~ A3 s~-0.3 0.4~

A 0.4 0~ A 3 0 0~
4 - [ 0 0.3~ 5 [0 -0.2~



S

All initial variables were set equal to zero and the disturbances u and
v were drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero and varíance-co-
variance matrix E resp. L; F was chosen to be the unity matrix; ?'u v u v
was set equal to a constant ~ times the unity matrix. Initíally, ~ was
chosen to be 2.25. Later on ~k was changed to 1.00 in order to evaluate
the effect of E on the results of the estimation methods.v

Now, the non-zero parameters of K, D0, D1 and FO were estimated by the
EVI: and the SM using 25 or 100 observatíons. The true values of the para-
meters and the varian~e-covariance matríx of the dísturbances were taken
as initial estímate . IT ,{e case of the EVM, [he estimates were calcu-
lated by an instrumenta'. variable approach to full information maximum
likelihood (see Hausman (1975)). In the case of the SM, a quasi-Newton
method was used to maximize the joint likelihood function. The expecta-
tions of z were generat~d with the true model of z. Hence,no correction
of the asymptotic vari~nce ovariance matrix of the estimated parameters

was necessary (see Nijman (1985), 4 3.5). Note that applying the appro-
priate zero restrictions on K, D0, D1 and FO assures identifiability (see
propositions 1 and 2). The experiment was replicated 200 times. For the
validity of this number of replications, see appendix B. In a few cases
the ML procedure did not cor.verge when the EVM was used for a small sample,
with ~~ 2.25. In these cases other initial estimates were tried. In the
rare cases this didn't work a new sample was drawn. In the case ~~ 1

this happened often. Therefore we do not present small. sample results

for this case. Remark also that the case with ~~ 1 is unlikely to occur

in practical estimation problems, since E is generally larger than E.
v u

The results are summarized in tables 1 to 6. From tables 1 and 'L it can

be seen that the results of the SM-estimator are (much) better than the
results of the EVM-estimator, for a large sample as well as for a small
sample. In all cases (except D11 1 with 100 observations) the SM-mean
estimates are closer to the true values and in all cases the SM-mean
square error is smaller. Hence, it can be concluded that, at least for
this example, using the EVM ínstead of the more complex SM implies not

only a loss of asymptotic efficíency. The difference in performance be-
tween the two estimation methods is most remarkably seen in the estimates

for the parameters of the current and the expected current endogenous
variables (D01,2 and K2~1). From table 3 it can be seen that in most
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cases the estimated asymptotíc standard deviation is lower for the SM

than for the EVM. Only the estimated asymptotic standard deviation of

the parameters K2~1 and D~2~2 is lower when the EVM is used than when

the S~1 is used, especially in the case of a small sample. However, when

we compute the standard deviation of the parameter-estimates from

tables 1 and 2, we see that this díffers quite a lot from the estimated

asymptotic standard deviation when the EVM is used, while it comes quite

close to it when the SM is used (~)-

Hence, using the estimated asymptotic variance as a proxy for the variance
of the parameter estimateG leads to a seríous under-estimation of this
variance in case thE EVi ~s used, even when the sample is large.

From table 4 it can be seen that also in the case ~ z 1.00 the mean estí-
mates of the parameters are quite close to the true values when a large
sample is used, in some cas ~ even closer than in the case ~~ 2.25.
From table 5 ít is clear huwever that the performance of both estimation
methods is worse when ~ is smaller ;in all cases the mean square error is
larger. Further,the same conclusions can be drawn when ~ s 1.00 as for

~- 2.25. Also ín this case the results of the SM-estimator are better
than the results of the EVM-estimator and the estimated asymptotic variance
of the parameters is considerably smaller than the variance of the estimated
parameters when the EVM is used.

(1) In fact the estimated asymptotic standard deviation is a bit large.r than
[he estimated standard deviation in one case (K2~1). This must be due to
estimation errors in both variables.



parameter
true value

b
-' D01~2 D11~1 F01~1 K2,1 D12~2 F02~2 ~1,1 ~1,2

(2)
~2,2

r~ethod 81' -0.500 -0.300 -0.800 0.300 -0.400 0.600 2.440 Ó.732 2.613
no. observations 1.000 0 1.000

EVM 100 -0.471 -0.299 -0.777 0.303 -0.393 0.596 2.421 0.781 2.521
SM 100 -0.499 -0.294 -0.798 0.300 -0.400 0.603 0.972 0.011 0.956
EVM 25 -0.432 -0.327 -0.755 0.371 -0.360 0.586 2.681 0.663 2.591
SM 25 -0.490 -0.314 -0.806 0.326 -0.406 0.602 0.950 0.020 0.870

Table 1: True values and mean estimates of the parameters and of the disturbance
variance - covariance matrix, using 25 or 100 observations (~ - 2.25,
200 replications)

parameter -~ D
01 2

D
111

F
01 1

K2,1 D
12 2

F
02 2

E 1,1 E 1,2 E(2)2,2, , , , ,
~method b
no. observations

EVM 100 0.187 0.076 0.080 0.072 0.094 0.113 0.426 0.484 0.444
SM 100 0.064 0.047 0.039 0:061 0.072 0.048 0.151 0.121 0.149
EVM 25 1.105 0.229 0.306 1.254 0.385 0.339 1.537 1.287 1.771
SM 25 0.196 0.102 0.092 0.246 0.173 0.115 0.296 0.274 0.272

Table 2: Mean square error(3) of the parameter estimates and of the disturbance
variance-covariance matrix, using 25 or 100 observations (~ ~ 2.25,
200 replications)

parameter y DO
21

D1
11

FO
11 K2 1' D1 22 FO 22

ymethod b
, , , , ,

no. observatíons

EVM 100 0.057 0.050 0.041 0.030 0.059 0.072
SM 100 0.056 0.044 0.032 0.059 0.070 0.046
EVM 25 0.135 0.120 0.144 0.089 0.142 0.186
SM 25 0.123 0.101 0.085 0.257 0.173 0.104

Table 3: Mean estímated asymptotic standard devíation of the
estimated parameters using 25 or 100 observations
(~C - 2.25, 200 replications)
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parameter }
true value

y method

EVM

SM

(2)
D01'2 D11'1 F01'1 K2,1 D12~2 F02~2 ~1,1 ~1,2 ~2,2

-0.500 -0.300 -0.800 0.300 -0.400 0.600 1.640 0.492 1.946
1.000 0 1.000

-0.513 -0.302 -0.785 0.308 -0.410 0.590 1.649 0.482 1.898

-0.507 -0.295 -0.798 0.301 -0.409 0.595 0.973 -0.002 0.944

Table 4: True values and mean estimates of the parameters and of the disturbance
variance-covariance matrix using 100 observations (~ ~ 1.00, 200 replí-
catíons)

parameter } DO
21

D1
11 FO 1 1 K2 1' D1 2,2 FO2,2 ~1 1' E1,2

(2
~2,2

y method
, , ,

E~ 0.227 0.092 0.08~ 0.120 0.104 0.177 0.259 0.443 0.465

SM 0.096 0.064 0.048 0.089 0.090 0.075 0.127 0.124 0..145

Table 5: Mean square error "~ of the parameter estimates and of the dísturbance
variance-covariance matrix, usíng 100 observations (~ - 1.00, 200 repli-
cations)

parameter
-. D01 2 11 1 g0 K2 1 D1 F0

y method
~ ~ 1 1

'
' 2,2 2,2

g~ 0.074 0.063 0.061 0.043 0.076 0.118
gu 0.071 0.057 0.048 0.091 0.091 0.072

Table 6: Mean estímated asymptotic standard deviation of the
estimated parameters using 100 observations
(~ - 1.00, 200 replícations)

(2) When the SM is used the variance-covariance matrix of the disturbances is Eu.

Hoveve.r, when the EVM is used the variance-covariance matrix of the disturbances
- ~

is Ew -(DO } K)D01(Eu t FEvF')D01 (DO t K)~

(3) The mean square error is defined as:
true value of the parameter and ~ij

1 00

2Ó0 E (~ijJ' 1 .is its estLmate

,
2- N.) ,where u. is the

in the jth replication.



4. Conclusions

In this paper two estimatíon methods for models with expectations of current
endogenous variables are presented: the SM and the EVM.

When a model for the exogenous variables is estimated simultaneously with
the model for the endogenous variables both estimation methods are (asympto-
tically) equivalent. When a two step method is used and the model for the
endogenous variables is estimated separately after the model for the exogenous
variables is estimated ~he methods are not equivalent anymore. In that case

. the SM estimator is a~vmp ~ically more efficient. But this estimator is
more complex too.

A simulation example seems to indicate that it pays to use the more
complex SM for large as ~ell is for small samples. The mean-square
error of the estimations is smaller for the SM than for the EVti. Further-
more, the simulation indicates that using the estimated asymptotic
variance of the parameter as a proxy for the variance of the estimated
parameter leads to a serious underestimation of this variance when the
EVM is used, even in a large :ample experiment.
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Appendix A: Derivations of the SM ]og likelihood function

Let f be a function from gZnxm y~ and A an ( nxm)-matrix. Then óf(A)~aA is

an (nxm)-matrix such that:
(óf(A)I3A)ij - af(A)IÓAij ( i - 1,2,...,n)

(j - 1,2,...,m)
It follows that:
(a) af(A)~aA' - ~af(A)~aA~'

(b) 3tr(BAC)~aA - B'C'

Proof: átr(BAC)~aAmn -`' J Bi' A'k Cki,aAmn
~~J.k J J

- E Bij(aAjkl3Amn)Cki - E Bím Cni - E Cni Bimi,j,k i i

- (CB) nm

(c) aE~1~aAij - - Aki Aji

Proof: Let B be a matrix with element ( i,j) equal to one and all other elements
equal to zero. Then
(A t EB)-1 a(I t EA 1B)-1A 1~(I - EA-1B t E2A 1B A 1B -.....)A

- A 1- EA 1 BA 1 t E 2A 1 BA 1 BA 1-...
It follows that:
aAki~aAi. -~lim~{A t EB)-1 - A-1~IE~ ~-(A-1BA 1)klJ E-.0

- - ki `~j 1

(d) atr(PA iQ)~óA - -(A 1QPA 1)'

Proof: ótr(PA 1Q) aAmn - E Pij(aAjk~óA~)Qki-
i,j,k

- ~ Pij Ajm A-nk Qki -i,j,k

(e) aln~det(A)~~aA ~ A 1~

- E Ank Qki
Pi. A.m s-(A-1QPA)~

i,j,k J J

Proof: det(A) ' E Aik Aikk

A 1 ~ adj(A)~det (A)



where Aik is the cofactor of Aik and adj(A) is the adjoint of A.
It follows that:

~det(A)~aA - adj(A)' - det(A) . A-l~ -~
aln~det(A)~~aA - A-] .
L'síng (a) to (e) che following derivatives for the log likelihood function in
(8) can be found:

óL~aDG - T. DDI~ - Eul UYG -(DU t K)-l,K1Eui UG'(DD t K)-1

áLIaD. -(D t K)-l~K,E-l UY~ - F UY~i 0 u -i u -i

- -(D~ } K)- ~D~-u~ UY~i (i - 1,2,...~P)

-1' ' -1 ~' -1 'aL~aF~ -(D~ t K) K Eu UZ - Eu UZ

aLI2Fj -(DG t K)-l~ ~~Eul JZ1í -~u' UZri

-1' ' -1 '-(D~ t K) D~ Eu UZ-i (] s 1,2,....4)

aLIaK - Eul UG~(DU t K)-l~ -(DD t K)-1' K'Eut UG'(DO t K)-1'

' -1' ' -1 ' -1 'aLlóAi- FG(DG t K) K Eu UZ-i t E ~ VZ-i (i ~ 1,2,...,1)

' -1' ' -1 ' -1aLlóBj - FD(DD t K) K Eu UY-j } E ~ VY-J

óL~aE-~ - T . E - UU~
u u

(j ~ 1,2,...,k)

óL~áE-l - T . s - VV
v v



Appendix B: De[erminatíon of the number of replications

Since, asymptotically, all SM- and EVM-maximum likelihood estimators

are jointly normally distributed and, hence, all separate parameter
estimators are (asymptotically) normally distributed too, we may write

for the SM- or EVM-estimator for any model parameter Ni that:
~

~i as N(~i' au,), with ~i the true value of the i'th parameter, or the

mean estimatorlover all computer replications R satisfies:
R 2 .
~ v ~-ij N-

- - -~- as N(N.~ 1)-
~ 1 - R 1 Ic

Standardizing and norm~liz-.ig:

zi
- ui - ui as

N(0.1).
Q~ ~~u.~

we have for a large numb~r of replications:
1- a- P{-zi~a~2 ~ zi ~ zi~a~2},

with zi~a the excentricity from-the standard normal distribution function

at the (1 - a) . 100 7 confidence level, i.e.,

for 1- a- 0.95, zi~a~2 - 1.96 and

for 1- a- 0.99, zi~a~2 - 2.575 (tli)

Requiring now that for any model parameter the sample mean estimate ui
deviates from its true (population) value ui not more than x. 100 Z

(x small, e.g., 0.05) of this true value, or
~ui - Ni~ ` xui tli,

we remark that at the 95 7. confídence level, the number of replications

should satisfy: Q2
V

(1.96)2 1
pi (1.96)2 VCi

R ? - ~
2 2

x x

when VCi is the coefficient of variation of model estimate Ni.

Hence, the upper bounds for the variation coefficients at the 95 ~ and

99 2 confidence levels are respectívely:



rR dR
VC. ~ x and VC. 5 x d.,

1 1.96 1 2.575 1

so that 200 computer repl~cations and a maximum absolute parameter devíation
of 5 7, correspond to 0.36 (95 i,) and 0.28 (99 7.) as upper bounds for the
coefficients of variation, which is not unreasonable.

For any absolute deviation of the maximum likelihood estimates w.r.t.
theír true values, the variation coefficients for all model parameters
should satisfy for 200 replications:

VC. - 7.21 x( 95 i) andi
VC. 5 5.49 x(99 i). -i

For 100 computer replications, the variation coefficients should satísfy:

VC. ~ 5.1 x(95 7) and VC. ~ 3.88 x(99 ~).
1 1

and for 1000 replications:

VC. 5 16.13 x (95 i) and VC. 5 12.28 x(99 ~).
1 1

It becomes clear from the follcwing figures, where the feasible region for
200 replications is darkened, that a choice of 200 replications is very
adequate.



~
"Feasible region" at the 95 ~ confidence level "Feasible region" at the 99 ~ confidence

level

100 replications

200 replications

1000 replications
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